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Entropy

A sequence of 20 random bits:
00100111010010100111
A sequence of 20 1s:
11111111111111111111

S = −
∑
x

p(x) log2(p(x))

In Appendix 2, the following result is established:
Theorem 2: The only H satisfying the three above assumptions is of the form:

H K
n

∑
i 1

pi log pi

where K is a positive constant.
This theorem, and the assumptions required for its proof, are in no way necessary for the present theory.

It is given chiefly to lend a certain plausibility to some of our later definitions. The real justification of these
definitions, however, will reside in their implications.

Quantities of the formH ∑ pi log pi (the constant K merely amounts to a choice of a unit of measure)
play a central role in information theory as measures of information, choice and uncertainty. The form of H
will be recognized as that of entropy as defined in certain formulations of statistical mechanics8 where pi is
the probability of a system being in cell i of its phase space. H is then, for example, the H in Boltzmann’s
famous H theorem. We shall call H ∑ pi log pi the entropy of the set of probabilities p1 pn. If x is a
chance variable we will write H x for its entropy; thus x is not an argument of a function but a label for a
number, to differentiate it from H y say, the entropy of the chance variable y.

The entropy in the case of two possibilities with probabilities p and q 1 p, namely

H p log p q logq

is plotted in Fig. 7 as a function of p.

H
BITS

p

Fig. 7—Entropy in the case of two possibilities with probabilities p and 1 p .

The quantity H has a number of interesting properties which further substantiate it as a reasonable
measure of choice or information.

1. H 0 if and only if all the pi but one are zero, this one having the value unity. Thus only when we
are certain of the outcome doesH vanish. Otherwise H is positive.

2. For a given n, H is a maximum and equal to logn when all the pi are equal (i.e., 1n ). This is also
intuitively the most uncertain situation.

8See, for example, R. C. Tolman, Principles of Statistical Mechanics, Oxford, Clarendon, 1938.
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A low entropy source can be compressed: .gz, .zip,...



Communicating over a noisy channel

Alice

input X

=⇒
Bob

output Y

Channel defined by allowed inputs and outputs and by probability
P(Y |X )



Communicating over a noisy channels (examples):
Communicating over a noisy channel 

(examples):

0 0

1 1

p

p

1-p

1-p

Binary symmetric channel:

0 0

1 1

p

p

1-p

1-p

Binary erasure channel:

E



Error correction

Use redundancy to reduce errors.

Alice Bob

Input → encoder → channel → decoder → Output
01011 001110.... 101110... 01011

Encode k bits into N > k bits.

Repetition code: 0→ 000...., 1→ 111....
Rate = 1/N. Can do better.



Communicating over a noisy channel: the capacity
Choose inputs with probability p(X )
Output: p(Y ) =

∑
X P(Y |X )p(X )

The capacity: maxp(X )S(B)− S(B|A)

where:
S(B) = −

∑
Y

p(Y ) log2(p(Y ))

and we define the conditional information:

S(B|A) = −
∑
X

p(X )
[∑

Y

P(Y |X ) log2(P(Y |X ))
]

How much noise is output, minus how much noise is due to the
channel, equals the information transmitted



The capacity is achievable!

Theorem
Shannon’s noisy channel coding theorem (1948): We can encode k
bits into N bits, such that the error probability goes to zero as N
goes with infinity, with k/N asymptotically approaching C , the
capacity of the channel.



Remarkable things about error correction:

I Capacity is non-zero.

I Capacity is actually quite large: capacity for the erasure
channel is equal to the transmission probability p.

I We can compute capacity by a single-letter formula.

I Additivity of capacities.
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What is a state?
Classical Quantum

State is given by: probability distribution p(X ) matrix ρ

Probabilities are positive: p(X ) ≥ 0 ρ = ρ† ≥ 0

and normalized:
∑

X p(X ) = 1 Tr(ρ) = 1

In any basis, ρ has non-negative diagonal elements summing to
unity. Choosing a basis, we can make a measurement in this basis,
with probability of any given outcome being the given diagonal
element.

State with one non-zero eigenvalue is called pure. Note that in
most bases the outcome of a measurement is not definite!
Example: (

1/2 1/2
1/2 1/2

)



Transformations of states

Anything that keeps the above properties.
Classical: probabilistic map:

p(Y )→
∑
X

P(Y |X )p(X )

Quantum: linear map on density matrices that preserves positivity
(and more stringent requirement of complete positivity):

ρ→ E(ρ) ≡
D∑

s=1

A(s)ρA†(s)

D∑
s=1

A†(s)A(s) = I



More general measurement

POVM: set of non-negative matrices Ei such that∑
i

Ei = I

Probability of getting outcome i equals

tr(Eiρ)

Special case: projective where Ei are orthogonal projectors.
Any POVM measurement can be mimiced by entangling with
another system and doing projective measurement.
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Simplest case:

Alice Bob

Input → ρ → E(ρ) → POVM → Output
0,1 l,↔

Encoding and decoding gives effective classical channel. Encoded
state ρi with probability pi .
Probability to measure outcome j given input i :

P(j |i) = Tr(EjE(ρi ))

χ = maxρi ,pi ,Ei

(
S(j)− S(j |i)

)



Allowing entangled measurements:

If Bob has a very good lab, why not allow entangled
measurements?

χHolevo(E) = maxρi ,pi

(
H(E(

∑
i

piρi ))−
∑

i

piH(E(ρi ))
)

Proof that this is maximum: Holevo (1973). Proof that this is
achievable: Holevo (1998), Schumacher and Westmoreland (1997).

Define Quantum entropy:

H(ρ) = −Tr(ρ log2(ρ))

In general, entangled measurements are better!



Allowing Entangled Inputs:

But suppose Alice also has a very good lab?

χ = lim
n→∞

1

n
χHolevo(E⊗n)

Does this help?



The additivity conjecture

CONJECTURE: for all E ,

χHolevo(E) = lim
n→∞

1

n
χHolevo(E⊗n)

More generally, for all E , E ′,

χHolevo(E ⊗ E ′) = χHolevo(E) + χHolevo(E ′)

Is it true?

Note,
χHolevo(E ⊗ E ′) ≥ χHolevo(E) + χHolevo(E ′)



Equivalence of additivity conjectures:

Shor (2004):
1. Additivity of Holevo capacity
2. Additivity of minimum output entropy
3. Additivity of entanglement of formation
4. Strong super-additivity of entanglement of formation

Is it true?
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Minimum output entropy conjecture:

Hmin(E) = minρH
(
E(ρ)

)
Minimum achieved for pure states.
Conjecture: for all E , E ′,

Hmin(E ⊗ E ′) = Hmin(E) + Hmin(E)

Note:
Hmin(E ⊗ E ′) ≤ Hmin(E) + Hmin(E)



p-norm multiplicativity

p-norm:
νp(E) = sup

ρ
Tr(E(ρ)p).

Conjecture:
νp(E ⊗ E ′) = νp(E)× νp(E ′)

False for all p > 1: Hayden and Winter, 2007.
Statement about norms of linear maps.



A Counter-example to Additivity

Two random channels,
related by complex
conjugation:

E(ρ) =
D∑

i=1

PiU
†
i ρUi

E(ρ) =
D∑

i=1

PiU
†
i ρU i

Choose Ui uniformly at random from Haar measure.

Pi ≈ 1/D

Choose
1 << D << N

Models interaction of large system (N) with smaller (D << N)
environment.



Theorem
For sufficiently large D, for sufficiently large N, there is a non-zero
probability that a random choice of Ui from the Haar measure and
of Pi will give a channel E such that

Hmin(E ⊗ E) < Hmin(E) + Hmin(E)

= 2Hmin(E).

The size of N depends on D.

(Hastings, 2008)
Two parts to the proof: upper bounding the lhs and lower
bounding the rhs.



Low output entropy state for E ⊗ E

E ⊗ E has output entropy at most log2(D2). We will do better.
Maximally entangled state:

|ΨME 〉 = (1/
√

N)
N∑
α=1

|α〉 ⊗ |α〉

ρ = |ΨME 〉〈ΨME |

Note that: Ui ⊗ U i |ΨME 〉 = |ΨME 〉.
Out of D2 possibilities for Ui ,U j , D give same state.



Low output entropy state for E ⊗ E

Roughly speaking, eigenvalues look like
1/D

1/D2

1/D2

1/D2

...


Entropy:

1

D
log2(D) +

D2 − D

D2
log2(D2) = 2 log2(D)− 1

D
log2(D)

Can prove that this is an upper bound for any choice of Ui using
operator monotonicity of logarithm.



Lower bound on output entropy for E

Lemma
With non-zero probability, the entropy Hmin(E) is at least
ln(D)− δSmax, for

δSmax = c1/D + p1(D)O(
√

ln(N)/N)),

where c1 is a constant and p1(D) = poly(D).

Hmin(E ⊗ E) ≤ 2 log2(D)− 1

D
log2(D)

Hmin(E) + Hmin(E) ≥ 2 log2(D)− 2δSmax

Thus, since for large enough D, for large enough N we have
2δSmax < ln(D)/D, the theorem follows.



Lower bound on output entropy for E
First attempt (ε-nets):
1. Consider random input state. Show that w.h.p. the output of

the state has high entropy.
2. Imagine a “net” of random input states on the space of all states.

Show that w.h.p. all of the states in the net have high entropy
3. Show that if there were a low entropy output state, then it would

be close to a state in the net which would also have low output
entropy

Fails! Need too dense a net to make (3) work so (2) fails.

Vector in

net

Minimum entropy

input vector



Lower bound on output entropy for E
Second attempt (do away with ε-nets):
1. Suppose a low output entropy state ψ0 exists.
2. Consider a random state χ.

χ = z
√

1− x2ψ0 + xφ

where z is a phase, φ is random state orthogonal to ψ0.
3. With probability 2−N , x ≤ 1/2.
4. φ is random, so cross terms with ψ0 are small
5. So, with probability almost 2−N , random state χ has low output

entropy. Contradiction.

ψ
χ

φ

0
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Another recent surprise:

Operational non-additivity of quantum capacity. Smith and Yard
(2008). There exist pairs of channels, each of which is useless for
sending quantum information no matter how many times the given
channel is used, but together they can.

Natural question: operational non-additivity of Holevo capacity?
Are there E , E ′ s.t.

lim
n→∞

1

n
χHolevo(E⊗n⊗E ′⊗n) > lim

n→∞

1

n

(
χHolevo(E⊗n)+χHolevo(E ′⊗n)

)
I conjecture yes, for the same counter-example channels as for
Holevo additivity.



Another conjecture: additivity for channels with certain structure
Let E = F ⊗ F , E ′ = F ′ ⊗F ′.
Then, conjecture

Hmin(E ⊗ E ′) = Hmin(E) + Hmin(E ′)

There are actually four additivity conjectures here.
Intuition: only 2 party entanglement helps, while multi-party
entanglement is too fragile.



How strong a violation of additivity?

The counter-example above to additivity is not very strong. Some
estimates on numbers (Fukuda, King, Moser 2009):

Dmin ≤ 3.9 ∗ 104

Nmin ≤ 7.8 ∗ 1032

∆Smax ≥ 9.5 ∗ 10−6

Can we do better?

Many open and interesting problems remain!

Can we compute the capacity of
a quantum channel?
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